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Chapter 769: Stock God NB 

   

Meng Kexin did not ask anything else. She turned around and returned to her desk. She quickly 

opened her email to check the email Feng Qing had sent her. 

 

 

When Lu Yingying, who was sitting in the corner, saw this, the smile on her lips deepened. She 

waited expectantly for Meng Kexin to find trouble with Feng Qing again. This was the Xie Corporation’s 

financial center, and the requirements for work were very strict. If there was a problem with the 

accounts, Feng Qing would be scolded. 

 

 

About twenty minutes later, Meng Kexin reviewed the accounts Feng Qing had sent her and 

found that there was no problem with the accounts that Feng Qing had checked. Even the ordinary 

information was very simple and neat after Feng Qing sorted it out, making it look pleasing to the eye. 

 

 

“Miss Meng, the mission you gave me has been completed. May I get off work early?” Feng Qing 

asked. 

 

 

“Get off work early?” Meng Kexin raised her eyebrows. “If you can finish all the information on 

the Chenghai aluminum mine acquisition project in advance, I can let you take a few days of paid leave 

until the other people in the team can catch up to your progress.” 

 

 

“Got it.” Feng Qing nodded. 



 

 

Meng Kexin looked at Feng Qing’s pure and sweet face silently. With Feng Qing’s strength, it was 

very likely that she would be kept in the Xie Corporation’s financial center as an official employee after 

the internship ended. She thought that this student from the music school was just for show. She didn’t 

expect that she would show outstanding ability that surpassed other interns on the first day. 

 

 

After reviewing a portion of the information about the Chenghai aluminum mine, she opened 

the stock market trading app on her phone and looked at it. The shares of the hundreds of companies 

under the Xie Corporation seemed to have risen again. Feng Qing couldn’t help but frown as she looked 

at the Gu family’s companies that were rising rapidly in the app. 

 

 

Feng Qing turned on her computer and logged into the stock trading app on the Internet. Her 

slender hands quickly typed on the keyboard. When she completed the transaction, she heard people 

around her gasp. 

 

 

“Oh god! Everyone, look. The Stock God NB just bought the shares of more than a hundred 

listed companies in the Xie Corporation.” 

 

 

“According to the current stock price of the Xie Corporation, Stock God NB spent more than a 

billion just now. Isn’t this too fierce?” 

 

 

“Stock God NB bought the Xie Corporation’s shares. What does this mean? Is the Xie 

Corporation’s shares really going to fall? It can’t be that metaphysical, right?” 

 



 

On the stock trading platform, the actions of the Stock God NB made all the stockholders 

explode. The reason why the Stock God NB could come out of countless big shots in the stock market 

was not because this person was good at buying stocks and making money. The truth was the opposite. 

Any stock that the Stock God NB bought would fall to rock bottom, as miserable as it could be! 

 

 

The Stock God NB was only paid attention to by the stockholders three years ago. After careful 

calculation, any stock that the Stock God NB took a fancy to would definitely fall as long as he bought it. 

Moreover, it would fall as much as he wanted. How could that scene be described as tragic? 

 

 

What left the deepest impression on all the shareholders was that once, the Stock God NB 

bought tens of millions of shares of a company in one go. In the end, that company’s shares directly fell 

to the limit. 

 

 

The Stock God NB bought the shares of more than two hundred companies in a year at most. In 

the end, the shares of more than two hundred companies all fell. They thought that after experiencing 

these two setbacks, the Stock God NB should have stopped in time or had already lost his entire fortune. 

However, the Stock God NB was still strong and active. 

 

 

Every year, he would spend tens of millions or even billions on the stock market but had never 

won. Therefore, no matter which stock it was, as long as the Stock God NB bought it, the other 

shareholders would immediately clear the stock. It was not that no one chose to buy the same as the 

Stock God, but in the end, that person jumped off a building. 

 

 



It was the same Stock God NB that bought more than a billion yuan’s worth of shares of the Xie 

Corporation just now. How could those stockholders not be shocked? It brought about a topic of 

discussion for the entire financial industry. 

 

 

At the same time, Xie Jiuhan received a message from Ji Yunchen. “D*mn, what’s going on? The 

Stock God has finally bought the Xie Corporation’s shares. He actually bought all the shares of hundreds 

of listed companies under the Xie Corporation. To be honest, I’m already considering whether I should 

sell the Xie Corporation’s shares I have.” 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan looked at the message from Ji Yunchen and ignored it. After a while, Ji Yunchen sent 

another message. “Ninth Master, give me some insider information. Will our stock fall?” 

 

 

After all, it was the Xie Corporation’s shares. Ji Yunchen could not bear to sell it. There were 

many people who had similar thoughts as him. The stocks that the Stock God NB buy will definitely fall. 

However, Ji Yunchen knew that their Ninth Master had a unique opinion of the stock market. His taste 

was definitely vicious. All these years, Xie Jiuhan had never failed. 


